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Blue Key Elects Six Seniors
To National Leadership Frat
Eaton, Barnes, Lytle, Schroder, Shores, and Simons
Honored by Society
'Six outstanding members of the
senior class were Tuesday night
elected to membership in Blue
Key, national honorary leadership
and service fraternity at Clemson.
The men receiving bids to Blue
Key, the highest honor any Clemson cadet can receive in recognition of extra-curricular activities,
are: R. B. Eaton, Clemson College;
D. A. Barnes, Camden; C. A. Lytle,
Port Mill; H. J. Schroder, Charleston; R. B. Shores, Spartanbirsg;
and T. J. Simons, Charleston.
In the absence of G. W. Robinson, president of Blue Key, tlie
election of new members was conducted by W. L. Leverette and W.
C. Cobb, vice-president and secretary, respectively. It was decided,
at the meeting Tuesday night that
no more members be elected before
the Christmas holidays. The membership of Blue Key at Clemson is
limited to 20 seniors, the six new
pledges bringing the present total
to 15.
Eligibility for membership in
Blue Key is based upon a point
system, points being given a cadet
for participation in extra-curricular
V activities; the number of points allotted depends upon the Importance
of the activities in which the cadet
is engaged. A cadet may be elected to Blue Key, however, upon the
unanimous voie of the members,
though he does not have the stipulated number or points.
The work of Blue Key is directed
toward furthering the interests of
Clemson College and promoting
collegiate activities among the cadets.

LARGE CROWD ENJOYS
HUGE AUTUMN BALL
Doug

Young-blood and
Band in Rare Form

His

G. W. Robinson of the senior
class at Clemson received a painful and rather serious injury in an
automobile accident last Friday at
•"Asheville where he had gone to
spend the Thanksgiving holidays
with his mother. Medical examination revealed a slight concussion of
the brain, although no fracture ot
the skull was found.
Robinson, better known to Clom• »son cadets as Robbie, is a lieutenant-colonel and one of tlie most
popular memlbers or the Cadet
Fortunately, his injuries
#Corps.
are not considered serious.
His
many friends among the cadets and
faculty at Clemson wish him a
speedy recovery and hope that he
will soon be able to return to college.

Jungaleers Will Present Several Musical Numbers
During Program

Bengals Drop Thrilling
Turkey Day Grid Battle
To Furman Purple 6 to 0^

. .Jcane Ekes Out Lone Score
HurkicE
Clemson College goes on the air
ViV Air as Tiger Line
from five until six o'clock Friday
afternoon when Dr. E. W. Sikes,
Proves Impregnable
president of the A. & M. College
Two beautifully executed passes
of South Carolina, delivers an address over station WBT at Char- Southern Beauties to Grace early in the fourth quarter caught
a fighting Clemson team off ballotte, North Carolina.
Music for
the Pages of Taps
ance Thanksgiving Day and en5
the program will be offered by the
abled IFurman's powerful Purple
Jungaleers, Tigertown's own orBeauties for the 19 34 "Textile
Hurricane to siren its way to its
chestra.
Number" of TAPS, judged and
second consecutive state championDr. Sikes will open his addres*
selected by Octavus Roy Cohen, a
with a discussion of the educationship by downing a stubborn Clemwell-known writer and alumnus or
3on team 6 to 0 in one of the most
al idea of the A. & M. colleges
Clemson College who will also degrimly contested games in the hisof the country. He will continue by
liver the 1934 commencement adtelling of Thomas G. Clemson and
tory of the two schools.
dress, have been officially announcWith Captain Bob Smith passing
the founding of Clemson College.
ed by C. D. Wyatt, Editor of TAPS.'
with the deadly aim of a sharpIn connection, with this phase
An alphabetical list of those chosen
shooter and stocky Gene Phillips
(Continued on page 5)
follows:
snagging them "a la Bob Jones",
the final heave started from the
Louise Clark, Walhalla
15 yard line and ended as PhilFlorence Dargan, Florence
lips scampered over the goal with
Margaret Frazier, Greenville
the only score of the afternoon.
Jane Hunter, Liberty
As some 13,000 holiday fans
Aylene Johnson, Morristown
squirmed under a blazing sun, FurElizabeth
Lucas,
Greenville
According to a recent announceman kicked off to Hinson and the
Caroline Palm, Greenville
ment of the Central Dance Associabattle
was on.
Jo
Wotterson,
Savannah
tion, some slight changes in. the
Little
progress was made in the
Frances
Wright,
"Washington
contemplated
pre-holiaay
dance
early stages of the game by either
schedule have been made.
The following, who received hon- team as Captain Bob Smith, FurThe Alpha Zeta dance originally orable mention, will be included in
man, and John Troutman, brilliant
scheduled for December 16 has the Beauty Section:
Clemson sophomore tackle, engaged
been postponed until after ChristJosephine Hunter, Gray Court in one of the most outstanding
mas. The Block C Club, however,
punting duels Greenville has ever
Peggy Lyons, Anderson
will sponsor a script dance Decemwitnessed.
Annette
McCollum,
Sumter
ber 20 from nine till two o'clock.
Back and forth the ball" soared,
Vesta McFall, Pickens
Music will be furnished by the
resting first on Furman's 30 yard
Janie
McSwain,
Greenville
Jungaleers. Plans are now under
stripe and back to Clemson's 20.
Louise Thackston, Rock Hill
way in an effort to make this dance
Slowly
the Tigers gained ground
A picture of Mr. Cohen will also
a mammoth celebration on the eve
as Troutman's powerful right toe
be present in the section.
of the Christmas holidays.
seemed a little superior to that of
Smith.
Getting off several high
lazy spirals that sailed far down
the field, Troutman received the
(Continued, on page six)

FIFTEEN BEAUTIES
SELECTEDJOR TAPS

The biggest and the best dance
of the Fall season passed into history last Thursday morning at 3:00
o'clock with the ending of the
Autumn Ball.
This affair, sponsored by the senior class, was well
attended by the college set of the
two Carolinas and Georgia.
The field house was entirely redecorated by Bill Lyles and several brother architects under the direction of J. U. Bell.
Streamers
of vari-colored paper were stretched from one end of the floor to the
other forming a colorful roof over
the dancers.
The orchestra was
moved from its usual position at
the side of the floor and placed at
the end of the hall, amplifiers reproducing the music at several
points. The decorations were carried out in the Thanksgiving motir.
The dancing moved smoothly to
the rhythmic strains of Doug
Youngblood's music.
This
band, imported from Atlanta, proved to be one of the best brought
here this season. The torch singer
in attendance was especially enjoyed, her renditions stopping the
dance several times.
Seven no-breaks, including the
special Senior No-break, were danced. As a special feature a Grand
March was staged in which everyone took part, including the torch
singer.
An even hundred names were on
the dance list with perhaps half
again as many unlisted ladies attending. The delegations from Converse, Winthrop and Brenau were
Arrangement of next year's camespecially in evidence and several Grid Menu Includes Ga. Tech,
paign
is far more satisfactory than
Duke,
Alabama,
South
Furman co-eds could be found if
Carolina and Others
the 11-game ordeal the Tigers exone looked hard enough.
perienced this year in that Clemson
Clemson's 1934 football schedule will have a long rest before the
was officially announced; Monday
games with Carolina and Furman
night by Coach Neely, and it shows
This season the Tionly one home game, the opener respectively.
with P. C. on September 22. But gers tackled George Washington at
ope open date, October 13, remains Washington, before meting CaroAll of Material to be at En- to be filled and Clemson authorities lina five days later in Columbia,
are seeking a home engagement for
and took on The Citadel the Satgravers by Christmas
this spot on the calendar.
The eleven-game schedule played urday before playing Furman at
TAPS, the yearbook of this colby. the-Tigers this year has been Greenville on the following Thurs-'
lege, is well on its way to compared to nine engagements for the day. Undoubtedly such- a schedule
pletion. The editors and managers
'34 -season. The Citadel, Wofford, worked to the disadvantage of the
have been laboring hard and with
University of Mississippi and Geo. Bengals who had -to fight off near
good results. According to C. D.
Washington University, which were exhaustion by sheer courage to be
AVyatt, editor-in-chief, approximatemet this season, are not included able to complete their killing schely ninety per cent of the material
in the 193 4 program.
Duke and dule.
has been sent to the engravers.
Alabama are the additions to one
Question of where the Furman
The remaining ten per cent is exof the ' most pretentious nine-game and Clemson football game will
pected to be in by the beginning
schedules the Tigers have ever un- be played next Thanksgiving Day
of the Christmas holidays.
dertaken.
arises in the Clemson '34 scheThere will be about three hunThe schedule follows:
dule. Professor A. C. Griffin, Furdred pages in this copy of TAPS.
man faculty manager of athletics,
These pages will contain the usual Sept. 22—P. C. at Clemson
said he was in hopes of having
Sept.
29—Ga.
Tech
at
Atlanta
material tijat has been in prethe game returned to Greenville
vious issues plus several features Oct. 6—Duke (place undecided)
and believes this agreement will
that will be of interest. The ar- Oct. 13—Open
be ultimately reached. But in conrangement of the substance is also Oct. 25—S. C. at Columbia
ference, Coach Neely said Clemson
Nov.
3—N.
C.
State
at
Raleigh
in a varied form.
would like to have the game playAnyone having good snapshots Nov. 10—Alabama at Tuscaloosa.
that he wishes to have printed in Nov. 7—Mercer at Macon or Sa- ed here to augment the Tigers'
home schedule which otherwise
vannah.
this TAPS will please turn them in
promises to be a lean affair.
Nov.
29—Furman,
place
undecided
before Friday, December 8.

Popular Cadet
, Has Accident
In Asheville YEAR ROOK RAPIDLY
NEARSGOMPLETION
G. W» Robinson Suffers Concussion in Auto Mishap
■
During Thanksgiving
Holidays

DR. SIKES TO SPEAK
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
OVER STATION WBT

No. 12

BLOCK C DANCE TO
BE HELD DECEMBER 20

NEELY SCHEDULES NINE FOOTBALL GAMES
FORM; SEVERAL BIG TEAMS ON LINEUP

CLEMSON GRADUATES
IN DRAINAGE PROJECT
Civil and Ag. Engineers to
Work in Swamps of State
Reports have recently; been received at Clemson that approxt- "
mately 27 graduates-of Clemson
in civii and agricultural engineer-'
ing are soon to be employed in a
iproj'ect to drain a 'niiffler '' or "
'swamps and salty mafTshe*sf "in ■ thfr
lower part of the state and ' alon&
the coast.
This work is being:
sponsored by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation in its\ program
for the relief of unemployment Jn
the'United States.
The work is under the 'direction
of the national entomologist, and;
the state entomologist, .-Mr.1 Franklin Sherman, professor of'entomol-'
ogy at Clemson College. Plans have,
been made dividing the territory
to be drained into four districts
with centers at Georgetown, Myrtle
Beach, Beaufort and Charleston.
If 'properly carried out, this plan
will not only give a number of unemployed men work throughout the
winter, but will promote better living conditions in the neighboring
territories by destroying the breeding places of mosquitoes.
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COMMENT
5Y THOMAS

Pounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
Let's have a few post-mortems.
>oHege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
With the Furman game behind us
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- the team and the coaching staff
are to be congratulated for winding
lege, South Carolina.
up a none-too-successful season in
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
a manner that is above reproach.
Member Intercollegiate Press
We did not win the game but anyone that saw thas battle can say
with conviction, that the team put
"everything they had" into it. FurEDITORIAL STAFF
man put up their usual exhibition
W. L. LEVER ETTE
- Editor-in-Chief
of good, clean football. Yeah. MayP. H. LATIMER
Associate Editor
be one good way to win a game is
D. A. BARNES
-Managing Editor
to knock out all the best players,
W. C. COBB
-Managing Editor
but we dou'bt it.
J. SHERMAN
— Athletic Editor
The Thanksgiving dance was the
M. S. J. BLITCH —
—Associate Athletic Editor.
best here in many a day.
This
G. CHAPLIN
-Associate Athletic Editor
seems to be the general opinion.
W. J. BURTON
_ Y. M. C. A. Editor
Certainly the decorations and the
F. R. ILER
Exchange Editor
crowd in attendance far surpassed
A. S. THOMAS
Feature Editor
anything we have seen in recent
R. B. EATON
Feature Editor
years. It looks as though we are at
last on the right track. There is
Staff Reporters
no excuse for some of the dances
K. W, Ackis, J. C. Burton, J. D. Brown, S. A. Cooler, J. L. DeLoach
we have had but now the blotter
C. E. Farmer, R. M. Hunt, W. B. Leland, J. H'. M. Madden,
is clean and we have many good
J. Metz, C. H. Hollis. B. G. Price, O. G. Rawls, S. D. Smart,
T. S. Strange, H. S. Ashmore, R. K. O'Cain
ones before us.
The passive attitude of the Corps
in Greenville was rather surprising
BUSINESS STAFF
J. F. JAMES
and is to be commended.
Per-Business Manager
haps the realization that " 'tis
Business Associates
A. T. McSWAIN, G. WARREN
weak to be wroth with weakness"
was responsible.
W. B. PERRY
J. R. HUTCHESON

CIRCULATION STAFF
Associate

Circulation Manager
Circulation Manager

Circulation Associates
C. C. GIBSON AND K. W. McGEE

EDITORIAL
A NEW SYSTEM
There is a feeling now under way in the colleges and
universities ®f America that there is something seriouslywrong with the present educational system.
Those who
question this -may be answered by being told to take a
glance at the methods now being practiced. If they cannot see then why the present system should be changed, then
there is that much more proof of the necessity of such a
move.
The entire educational system of this country is more
or less a waste of time. The knowledge which the average
student has garnered by the time he leaves college is less
than that a European student would have by the time he
finishes "jvhat parallels our high schools. We spend sixteen
years getting an education we should be able to assimilate in
ten or twelve. As evidence of this, we point out many high
school students whose knowledge is superior to that of most
, college graduates.
:
Faculty members at most institutions fail to consider college students as adults. They are afraid to give students any
" freedom whatsoever, being convinced in an old-fashioned
way that youth needs guarding at all times. What falsity!
v From this conviction arise such obvious unnecessities as a nocut system for classes, faculty supervision and censorship of
college publications and college functions. The student is not
• put on, his own responsibilities; how then is he going to acquire any self-dependence during these formative college
years?
We find in the curricula of most institutions of higher
learning too many courses dealing with factual knowledge
and special subjects. Why not begin to eliminate these and
give the student instruction instead in the classics and in the
writings of recognized leaders in all things since antiquity?
Only in this way can one acquire that broadening culture
which will enable one to attack all problems with equal ease.
It isn't the amount of technical knowledge after all that you
possess that will get you places; it's how you apply yourself
' to'the varying conditions of life. Factual learning in one line
will never get you far.
We have many mythologys in public schools, such as
the idea of the great importance of natural history. All
these mythologies should be thrown out and generalizations
created to take their places.
Education is too specialized. We think too much in
terms of modernism. To maintain and preserve the culture

/s'a

COLLEGIATE PRESS
TULANE HULLABALOO

bidding freshmen from double dating or accompanying upperclassmen
"Git along, Little Doggie, git off the campus was retained, and
along". But Little Doggie refused will be strictly enforced.
to listen to librarians in the Tilton
Memorial Library and remained unTHE ALCHEMIST
til there was a "last round-up"
lEach evening in the Brenau dinorganized to drive him out.
ing
room, the diners are serenaded
The charming visitor called in
with
beautiful strains of Wagner,
the morning, when the library was
Beethoven,
Irving Berlin, or even
full of students busy at work (and
The . music is
play).
Readin' 'riting, 'n, 'rith- George Gershwin.
rendered
by
a
twelve
piece orchesmetic were stopped, and soft whisttra
which
includes
five
violins, two.
ling emanated from all parts of
clarinets,
a
saxophone,
a piano, a
the building.
With his long tail furiously wav- viola, a xylophone, and an organ.
ing skyward, ears half erect, white
THE STORMY PETREL
hair neatly "licked" (that's combed
in dog language) the distinguished
Heck gives weather forecasts for
guest, hobbling because of a for- a man: When you see a man going
merly broken leg, did his doggon- home at two o'clock in the morndest to accept the hospitality be- ing, and his w#e is waiting for
stowed upon him.
him, it will proba'bly turn out
He must have had "it", for stormy.
When a man receives a
even a blue-eyed blonde condescend- bill for goods his wife has bought
ed to pet him.
unknown to him, look out for
Evidently somewhat ruffled by thunder and lightning.
When a
quite a display of wit and sym- man goes home and finds no supper
pathy, Little Doggie allowed three ready, the fire out, and wife visitlibrarians to escort him to the ing neighbors, it is likely to be
door.
. -jyg cloudy. When a man promises to,
(Looks as if Little Doggie* is take his wife to a party and detrying to steal Dynamite's thunder.) cides to change his mind after she
is dressed, you may expect a showTHE DUKE CHjRONICLE
er. When a man dies and leaves a
In an effort to make freshman nice widow with plenty of money
rushing rules less complicated yet and you see her walking out with.
more effective, the Pan-Hellenic the executor on Sunday afternoon,
council has abolished the order look out for a sudden change. And
stating that first year men may not when you see a young married
ride between campuses or to the man going into a furniture store
city limits in a car driven or owned to buy a cradle—look out for
by an upperclassman. The rule for- squalls.

Two weeks from tonight most of
us will be comfortably settled at
home for a two-week's breathing
spell.
Whoever started the idea
of giving the schools this much
holiday at Christmas deserves the
proverbial cut-glass icepick.
Our
fathers can recall (and don't fail make a friendly call on the doctor,
to) that they got only Christmas he's a brain specialist as well as
Day.
The seniors will do well to a heart specialist. He should, be
remember that this is their last able to do you some good."
Christmas holiday of this duration
Professor Jeans walked into Dr.
(that is, unless we get a permanent Campbell's office and took a seat
holiday) and make the best of it. opposite him. "I want you to tell
me all you know about Rockwell."
Did anyone ever notice that there
"I have been Mr. Rockwell's
are several signs on the campus physician for several months," bewhich read DON'T PARK HEAR? gan Campbell. "Lately he has been
Now we ask, is that a good ex- suffering from heart attacks, so
hibition for a college campus? when I received Edith's— Mrs.
Maybe they meant —DON'T PARR, Rockwell's phone call, I came right
HEAR?
over. That was night before last.
When I arrived he was already unconscious, and died very shortly
afterwards."
"How long has Mr. Rockwell
THE
been suffering from heart attacks?"
AMATEUR DETECTIVE
asked Jeans.
"Several months," replied the
doctor.
"Mrs. Rockwell gave him the
hypodermic, did she not?"
Dr. Campbell turned red. "No,
By Joe Barnwell
I gave him the shot in hope it
might help him."
"But Jeans, even if Mr. Rockwell
"Why was it that the hypoderdid die just one month after tak- mic enedle was found in the ibath
ing out a $100,000 life insurance loom?"
policy, you have no reason to in"I left it there iby mistake," resist that he was murdered."
plied Campbell.
"Listen Parks," retorted Jeans,
"Just as I thought," chuckled
"here are the facts. Mr. Rockwell Jeans under • his breath, "he's lydied suddenly.
The only people ing."
who were with him were his wife
How did Jeans know Campbell
and young Doctor Campbell. Both was lying?
the coroner and Dr. Campbell state
(Solution on page six)
that death was due to heart trouble, which sounds very reasonable.
Students in German schools and
However, you know about my find- universities will be the object of an
ing a hypodermic needle in the I extensive temperance campaign to
bath room, and also of the discov- i be put on under the auspices of the
ery of the non-professional inter- ' Nazi government.
est young Campbell has for Mrs.
Rockwell.
I think there's dirty
Six-footers among the men stuwork somewhere and I'm going to dents at the University of Maryland
get at the bottom."
are rejoicing over the installation
"All right, Mr. Detective," com- of a number of extra-length beds
plained Parks, "why don't you In the men's dormitories.

that has developed before and since the Dark Ages, we must
continually look back to it and dwell upon it, rather than
pay so much attention to some of the more modern, superficial things. Training should be theoretical rather than practical. We will succeed far better if we solve our problems
generally rather than particularly.
—The Spectrum, North Dakota State College

SEEN UNDER STANDS
'The quietest and the most orderly large group of cadets I have
seen in Greenville," says Chief of
Police Smith of Greenville m reference to the behavior of the Corps
Thanksgiving. No fights, no freefor-alls, and. no destruction.
It
looks like all the slugging was
done by the Furman football team
while tke game was in progress
rather than after it was over.
Three Carolina men who were
dashing about trying to get a loos
at "that guy Fudge that goes to
Clemson?" It seems that the stalwart Chocolate pounded three husky Carolina gentlemen to a fine
powder at the State Fair, singlehanded, and these three University
students were trying to get some
idea of what hit them.—A very
ardent Clemson supporter (female)
who was seated in the exact center
of the Furman cheering section cooperating with the Clemson cheerleaders? We couldn't get a close
up to see whether she was the same
lady who made the large splurge
at the Tech Game or not but anyway it proves that uniforms make
the best of them.—that for the first
time in history the Christmas decorations weren't up at Thanksgiving-—that Furman Drum major
Fitzgerald's hula dancing would
have been much more effective it
he hadn't brought the band on the
field with him?
. —that cordon of policemen
(there must have been twenty)
surrounding Furman's bell tower
after the game was over?—Evidently somebody got the idea that
we are a bunch of meanies—that
awful wreck that Stoneface Hutcheson and. Russ (Eaton piled against
the curb up by Geer Hall?
that
the
interesting
electric "F. U." on the administration
building at Furman still burns
brightly despite the fact that Furman hasn't been a university since
the Law School was dropped some
year or so ago—that the longer
this article becomes the worse it
gets.
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ALUMNI OF PEE DEE
SEGTION ORGANIZE
C. F. Covington is President;
W. D. Wood is SecretaryTreasurer
On Wednesday night, November
22, at Bennettsville, the Clemson
alumni of Marlboro county held a
turkey banquet in the Masonic
Temple. There were present quite
a number of Clemson men from
Darlington and Dillon counties. J.
H. Woodward, alumni secretary
from the college, was also present.
The object of the meeting was to
organize the Clemson men of this
part of the Pee Dee section of th«
state into a Clemson club as a
part of the organization that is
being perfected all over the country. The meeting was presided over by W. D. Wood of Bennettsville.
Quite a few talks were heard from
various ones present and the tone
of all of them was one of loyalty
Upon motion of Leland Law of
Hartsville it was decided to organize the club with the name Clemson
Alumni Pee Dee Club, it being
composed of men living in Darlington, Dillon, and Marlboro counties. O. F. Covington of Clio was
elected president, and W. D. Wood
of Benettsville was elected, secretary and treasurer. Vice presidents
were also elected from Dillon and
Darlington counties who will en-

THE TIGER

ALUMJINEWS
A. P. Werts, Jr., '33, who is
located with the Armature Winding
Company, Charlotte, N. C, visited
the college after the Clemson-Furman game.
T. H. Griffith, '30, is engineer
with the Philco Radio Co., in Philadelphia.
J. W. Hicklin, '0 7, who has been
for a number of years manager o*
the Richmond office of the General Electric Company has become
manager of the Baltimore office.
This is a well deserved promotion.
The dream of D. W. Watkins,
'09, of an adequate physical education plant at Clemson is being
realized in the building now beins
erected.
He conceived the idea
and has worked hard for its consummation.

roll all Clemson men in their respective counties.
Upon invitation from a member
from Dillon it was decided to hold
the next meeting in Dillon at a
date some time before the end of
this year, to be fixed by the committee.
This bids fair to be one of the
best clubs in the entire organization and will mean much to the
college and to the men themselves.
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OR, GARODEMOS SPEAKS WELL-BALANCED FRESHMAN TEAM CAME
AT COUNCIL MEETING
THROUGH HARD GAMES WITH ONE LOSS
Discusses Greece's Part in
Building the Modern Civilization
Dr. Peter Carodemos, associate
professor of chemistry who has received his Ph.D. at Cornell University, addressed the Junior Council Tuesday evening in the Cabinet room of the Y.
This discourse dealt mainly with
the important part Greece played in
the formulating of present day civilization.
He pointed out that Greek was
the universal language which facilitated, the spread of Christianity
to the whole known world and
and without which many difficulties
would have been added to the followers of Christ. Athens was the
center of all religions for a long
period. It was there new religions
were introduced and there Christianity flourished in that early period.
Also there the Bible was
translated from the Hebrew to the
Greek.
Greece has contributed, much to
civilization in the way of art and
culture. Many of the most learned
philosophers founded schools in
that country. Greece also was the
superlative
among
superlatives
along the line of art. Even today

Several Men Showed Promise
As Future VarsityMaterial
Although un heralded as a team
of State Championship calibre at
the first of the season, the Tiger
Cubs developed into what proved to
be the State's best freshman aggregation before the final whistle of
their last game sounded.
Opening the season witk a 50-8
victory over the Erskine freshmen,
the Cubs began their quest for the
State bunting and they refused to
be denied, although the going was
rough at times.
After the opening game came the
contest at the State fair with the
Carolina "Biddies" which ended,
0-0, the Cubs making nine first
downs to the Chicks' four and
keeping the 'ball in their territory
practically all the time. Following
the Carolina affair came the P. C.
encounter, which the young Tiger
in Athens stand remains of the
greatest art masterpieces the world
lias ever known.
This talk was of special interest to the whole council and was
enjoyed by all.
The devotional was led by J. C.
Wade and the benediction was pronounced, by W. B. McConnell.

Cubs won 6-0 after one of the
toughest games of the year. The
P. C. freshmen showed plenty of
strength, and the Cubs all-voice the
opinion that the Blue Hose were the
best team on their schedule.
Next came the Georgia game and
with it the first and only defeat ot
the season. The Cubs played, hard
but failed to overcome the onetouchdown lead which the Bullpups
acquired due to the breaks of the
game, and the fray ended 7-0 in
the Crackers' favor.
Then after
a two-weeks' rest the Tigers tackled Furman's Little Wind in a
game which decided the State race.
The Bengals won 12-0 and avenged
the defeat which last year's Cubs
suffered at the hands of the Furman freshmen.
Lee, Berry, and Lawton have
been outstanding in the backfield
for
the Cubs,
while
Shuford,
Bryant, Davis, McConnell, and Lewis have played bang-up games in
the line.
A freshman talking with Miss —,
assistant in biology, about Ms
grades in that subject, said, "My
grades are pretty low. What shall
I do about it?"
"■Well," she said., "you had better come up and see me sometime.".

garettes
IMot so long ago practically all
cigarettes were made by hand
Now, Chesterfields are made by high-speed machines
that turn out 750 cigarettes a minute, and the
cigarettes are practically not touched by hand.
~Vy Y the use of long steel ovens
■*-* —drying machines of the
most modern type—and by ageing the leaf tobacco for 30
months—like wine is aged—
Chesterfield tobacco is milder
and tastes better.
Only pure cigarette paper—
the best made — is used for
Chesterfield.
And to make sure that everything that goes into Chesterfield
is just right, expert chemists
test all materials that are used

in any way in the manufacture.
Chesterfields are made and
packed in clean, up-to-date factories, where the air is changed
every AY2 minutes. The moisture-proof package, wrapped in
Du Pont's No. 300 Cellophane
—the best made—reaches you
just as if you went by the factory door.
In a letter to us, an eminent scientist says:
"Chesterfield Cigarettes
are just as pure as the
water you drink."

V^nesteriield cigarettes are just
as pure as the water you drink
© 1933,

LIGGETT
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MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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PICTUBESJBIS WEEK
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL MANY MEN ENGAGED
Friday—Take a Chance
Saturday—5Iary Stevens, M. D.
HOLDSBBIEF MEET IN COMPANY SPORTS Monday—Moonlight
and Pret-

/y@.<@3
COMPANY BASKETBALL DR. B. B. TUBNIPSEED
NEABLYJALF OVEB SPEAKSAT VESPEBS
The first naif of the company
basketball league will come to a
close Friday, December 8.
The
second half will be conducted after
the Christmas holidays, and will
continue through the latter part ot
February.
At that time, a regimental basketball tournament will
be staged to determine the championflhip team of the regiment,
iliminary basketball tournament will begin Monday, December
IX.
a .*rst half of the company
basketball league has been very
successful so far.
Sixteen teams
are entered comprising approximately three hundred men.
At
the close of the preliminary basketball league next week, some
sixty-five or seventy games will
have been played. Before the conclusion of the league, approximately two hundred gamess will nave
been played.

The Sophomore Council held its
weekly meeting at the Y Monday
night, November 27. Plans for a
social to be held after the Christmas holidays were discussed.
The program was changed somewhat from the regular procedure
of the past meetings.
Instead of
having an outside speaker as usual,
members of the council conducted
the entire meeting themselves. A
series of seven talks was made,
the general subject of which was
"The Endurance of the Master".
These talks were led by Max Chapman.
H. E. Misdom dismissed the meeting with a prayer.

Dr. B. Rhett Turnipseed, a Clemson graduate and present Pastor of
Buncombe Church in Greenville
was the speaker at Vespers Sunday evening. The subject of his
discussion was, "Christ's Love for
Us".
In developing this topic, he made
N. J. Forb, '33, was a recent visthe following remarks:
"Christ, itor on the campus.
while we were still sinners, died
for us. We today have evidences
of His love for us in the common- necessity. His nature is such that
place blessings.
However, when He loves without constraint."
Here Dr. Turnipseed cited several
we turn from the 'Book of Love'
to humanity we are puzzled. Where illustrations of worldly love and
is the love of God in Man's deal- then demonstrated through every
ings with ea«h other today?"
day proofs the incomparable supe"Only in the New Testament do riority of God's love to this worldly
we find confirmations of Love for a love.
The discourse ended with this
sinful world. The cross holds up
the love of God in such a way as statement, "'Christ gave Himself,
to make it appeal to our afEect- but God gave His perfect son to a
ions.
The language of love is a sinful world".
language of sacrifice, which is too
This was a very inspiring talk
dsep for words. God loves from and enjoyed by all present.

The intramural sports program at
Clemson, under the direction of the
Y. M. C. A., is proving very popular with the student body.
The
fall sports have consisted of tennis,
and basketball.
A total of approximately six hundred students
participated in these fall sports.
From the interest created, it looks
as though many more students will
take part in some sport before the
school year is terminated.
Some five hundred students participated in the swimming program.
This included the freshman swimming tests, the freshman swimming meet, the Regimental swiming meet, the company swimming
relays, and organized, class instruction. Volleyball has become a very
popular sport, drawing two hu»dred and thirty-five men in the recent company league with fifteen
teams represented. At the present
time, handball, basketball, and tennis tournaments are being played
with approximately four hundred
taking part in them.
Still other
sports, games, and contests are
planned for the school year.
This intramural sports program,
working in conjunction with the
Physical Education work, is carried
on directly under the supervision
of MJr. Fred Kirchner of the Y. M.
C. A. 'Staff and Dr. Lee W. Milford,
College Surgeon and Dean of Phy-

zels
Tuesday—Beautiful
Wednesday—The Working Man
Thursday—Don't Bet on Love
The Whitman College Pioneer haa
figured out that the average distance from home for Whitman students not living in Walla Walla is
393 miles.
Men and co-eds alike are enrolled
at the American Bartenders Institute, which has opened its fall
semester in New York City, teaching its students how to shake cocktails and mix other drinks after
repeal.
sical Education. Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the
Y. M. C. A., endorses this work
as an outstanding service to the
Clemson student body in the field
of recreation and physical education.

BUCKSKIN PENNANTS
BILLFOLDS, ETC.
See
FARNAM

GRAY

Room 343

whyLuckies taste
better, smoother
On certain mountains in the Near East is a
limited collar of earth — called in Turkish,
"Yacca." Tobaccos grown there cost as
high as $1.00 a pound. Carefully they are
examined, leaf by leaf.

Often it takes a

man a whole day to select two pounds of
certain of these fine tobaccos. Lucky Strike
is the world's biggest user of fine Turkish
tobaccos. For these tender, delicate Turkish
leaves are blended with choice tobaccos
from our own Southland — to make your
Lucky Strike a cigarette that is fully packed
— round and firm — free from loose ends.
That's why Luckies taste better, smoother.
Copyright, 1933, The American Tobacco Company.

ALWAYS thejtnestitobaccos
ALWATS thejinest workmanship
!

i

ALWAYS luckiesplease!

a

it's toasted

5?

FOR THROAT PROTECTION — FOR BETTER TASTE
-■-.•-
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WOODWARD TO CAPTAIN
1934 FOOTBALL TEAM

Trrs

THE REALM OF SPORTS
rr\

railing 1 he i igers

^ with JOE
All the shouting is just about
over and for the second consecutive year Furman has nosed out a
slim one touchdown victory over
the Tigers.
We feel justified in
saying the best team won, but there
was not one of the 13,000 people
who will not tell you that a real
football game was in progress on
Manly
field
Thanksgiving
Day.
(And there were several other
■quite obvious games going on under cover.)
Furman was extended to the
limit to down Jess Neely's fighting
band of Clemson Tigers.
After
watching the game through the 60
grim minutes, we are at complete
loss to pick out any one instance
"where a Clemson player was not
giving his all to the game and
fighting his heart out for victory.
We have not a word to utter
against the performance of the
Clemson team and are filled with
words of praise that would seem
terribly small when compared, to
the excellent game those Tigers
really turned in. Every man did
what was expected of him and did
it to the very best of his ability.
It was an excellently played game
and the team gets the whole hearted approval of THE TIGER, the
Cadet Corps and everyone else who
saw them play that day.
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SHERMAJV
cleat-worn turf with Clemson asserting a wee shade of superiority
by virtue of Captain John Heinemann's punting toe."
(The wee difference was a seven
yard advantage in the punt averages, which in 17 kicks is right
fair. The superiority by virtue of
Captain John Heinemann's toe is
a mystery to us.
Captain John
Heinemann was in the Clemson
hospital throughout the game and
has never been a punter in his life.
He doesn't even claim to be. John
Troatman and John Heinemann
have the same first name, but there,
is quite a difference between beiug
a senior captain and guard and a
sophomore tackle and punter.)
"Yards gained ou running plays:
Furman 127; Clemson bU."
(Yards gained on running plays
Furman 114; Clemson 83.)
"Yards gained on passes- Furman 35; Clemson 10."
(Yards gained on passes: Furman 37; Clemson 4 7.)
"Individual gaining: Hutt 44;
Scott 19; Stephens 11; Rlair 10;
Phillips 40; Fisher 3."
(Individual gaining: Hutt 41;
Scott 19: Stephens 9; Rlair 8;
Phillips 37; Fisher minus 2; Smith
2.)
"Individual gaining:
Willimon
46; Cathcart 9; McCown 8; Hinson
6; Dillard none."
PAST AND PRESENT
(Individual gaining:
Willimon
(A short short story)
18; Cathcart 6; MtfCown 10; HinSome few years ago two ancient son 9; Dillard 37; Fellers 1.)
rivals were playijig football on
Manly field. At the time a ("fingerOUR ALL-STATE
ous ball carrier—Johnnie H. Justus—was captaining one team and (With no questions asked or anit seems that Hoss Harmon was
swered)
the head man of the other aggregation.
First Team
It was a hard and bitterly fought Name and School
Position
game, with neither team being as- Epps, Carolina
Left end
sured of victory. Suddenly Justus Dorn, Furman
Left Tackle
came into prominence with several Moorehead, Carolina
Left Guard
dangerous gains. Again the little Mitchell, Furman
Center
powerful captain hit the line for Reeder, Presbyterian Right Guard
eight yards. After several Purple MicCarson, Furman
Right Tackle
.and White clad warriors had been Craig, Carolina
Right End
removed, from the heap, Justus was Mauney, Carolina
Quarterback
lying there as limp as Aunt Hettie'a E. Clary, Carolina
Halfback
Quarterman, Citadel
Halfback
■dish cloth.
The story goes that as he was McCown, Clemson
Fullfoack
being taken from the field a certain
youngster stuck out his Purple clad
Second Team
Left End
chest to Hoss: "We got him that Lambeth,'Newberry
Huskey, Carolina
Left Tackle
time, by Jehovah."
Signals. Hike, Maxey Welch and Croxton, Clemson
Left Guard
Center
ten Purple and Gold players thun- Shinn, Carolina
dered through tackle and into the Heinemann, Clemson Right Guard
secondary for six yards. An auto- Troutman, Clemson Right Tackle
Right End
mobile came out on the field and a Turner, Furman
Smith, Furman
Quarterback
Hoss was carried off:
'Seems like one of Justus' coaches Woodward, Clemson
Halfback
Halfback
Is training football players some- Bauknight, Wofford
Perrin, Presbyterian
Fullback
where near here this year.
Four years passed, and the same
situation cropped up.- This, time a DR. S1KES TO SPEAK
OVER STATION WBT
young sophomore began to look
more and more dangerous when a
(Continued from page one)
very Hardrock landed on him with
all-fours. Hinson was carried away of the college's history, the presiwhile a couple of his teammates dent will talk on the development
crossed the no-man's land of the and maintenance of the institufootball field during the time-out tion.
The last part of the speech will
to canfab with Hardrock.
be
devoted to an explanation of
The man referred to in the above
paragraph had a mental picture the public service rendered the
of that same scene four years back state and nation by the extension
and Hardrock was rushed to safe- and research divisions of the college. Every farm in South Caroty.
The next morning some scribe lina is being surveyed under the
made a hero of him. Oh well, such provisions of the Federal Administration Act, with Clemson men
is life.
directing
ninety^five per cent of the
SADIE SCOFFLAW NOT
SO EFFICIENT, SCOOP work.
"In these times of emergency,
(Editor's note: The paragraphs they are calling on Clemson Colhi quotations were clipped from our lege and her type of men to lead
esteemed comtemrorary, The Green- such work." remarked Dr. Bikes to
ville News.
Those in parenthesis a TIGER reporter who interviewed
him Wednesday morning.
tell you what really happened.)
"For more than' three quarters of
Dr. Sikes and the Jungaleers will
the game the crowd saw over the leave for Charlotte Friday morning.

BASKETEERS

PLAY

VICTOR MILL TONIGHT

CLEMSON BASKETEERS RELENTLESS JINX IS
JUNOALEERS SPEND
PREPAREFOR SEASON FOLLOWERJF BENGALS BUSY THANKSGIVING
Tiger Cage Team Meets Victor
Mill in Fieldhouse Tonight
With their first game only a
month away, Coach Joe Davis is
putting his Bengal cagers througn
a stiff routine in an effort to have
a crack five on the floor when the
referee blows his first whistle.
All of last year's team, with the
exception of J. Craig, are back, and
in addition, a host of new men
have reported for practice.
Pennington, who is out the first
time for the varsity winter sport,
fits in well with the veteran outfit and has shown great form in
the pivot position.
Simons' who captains the five,
is as good as ever, and the way
he whips up the court and snaps
that ball around is enough to make
a spectator dizzy.
Shuler, who held down a guard
position last year, is right in the
middle of things, and the man who
tries to dribble by him soon learns
that it just isn't done.
Dooson, who can play a guard,
forward, or the pivot equally well,
is displaying his usual excellent
game and his eye for the basket
is not dimmed, a bit by the summer layoff.
The basketeers will have a series of pre-season encounters. The
first of these comes tonight when
they tackle a strong Victor Mill
team in the fieldhouse.
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Clemson Medico Remarks on
Clemson's own rhythm kings, the
Jungaleer orchestra traversed a
Daame Fortune's 111 Treatwide front over South Carolina durment of Football Team
ing the Thanksgiving holidays. DiDr. Lee W. Milford, Clemson rector Schachte and his aggregaphysician, is ready to vouch for the tion filled numerous engagement*
fact that the Tigers (as well as which kept them 'busy during the
Georgia Tech and a thousand oth- better part of Thanksgiving day
ers) have played in the very tough- and the day immediately following.
est luck this year.
The Jungaleers took the air ovWithout a trace of an alibi in
his voice, the Clemson piil special- er Greenville's recent radio addition, station WPBC, just prior to
ist was heard to remark:
"If I have ever seen a coach the turkey-day classic between Furplay through an entire season with man and Clemson for a half hour
the injury jinx always tagging of popular orchestrations from the
along, Jess 'Neely is the man and broadcasting studios of that station.
The fall of night found Clem1933 was the football year.
"Take the Furman game. Heine- son's representatives of rhythm In
mann was out (even if Scoop Latl- Barnwell, where they paved the
mer did say he punted a wonderful way for a successful dance at Fulgame)
and Woodward was on ler Park in that city. The large
crutches.
Watson should never attendance at the dauce indicated
have been in the game but it was the popularity of the local organijust too much to try to keep him zation.
out. And he played a great end."
To start the series of jinxes off 11-game schedule with fair sucat the very first, Clyde Pennington cess. All of the games were hard
was injured before the first game ones and several opponents were
and placed on the sick list for the the best that could be found
season. Woodward was hurt in far and wide.
the first game and although he
Although the year does not show
played several games after that, an impressive number of games
his knee was never in good shape. won, the Tigers have put up some
Croxton and Lewis were rendered mighty good football and we have
practically useless for three of the not heard anyone around Tigertown
late games, and Stevens was run- trying to sputter out an alibi. It
ning around with a brace on his Clemson is pretty well satisfied and
side when Citadel came up here.
proud of the team, there is no
But taking all in all the Tigers visible reason why anyone else
have gone" through a mighty tough should put up a howl.

A LINE WE HAVE HANDLED FOR OVER TWENTY
YEARS AND EVERY PIECE IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. GOME IN AND SEE IT. WE WILL BE GLAD
TO RESERVE ANY ARTICLE FOR CHRISTMAS WITHOUT
DEPOSIT.
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Agents for Crosley Radios
$19.95 and Up
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BENGALS DiROP THRILLING
TURKEY DAY BATTLE
(Continued from page one)
excellent support of the Tiger ends,
Watson, Fellers and Horton, who
brushed aside Smith and Hutt of
the Purman secondary as though
they were pieces of tissue paper to
down the punt returners in their
tracks.

Woodward Captains '34
Team-Fellers Alternate

H1NSON AMBUSHED
quarter had hardly
long enough for
the spectators Lo get resettled in
their seats before Mr. Hardrock
Smith, the genial gentleman who
plays Furman's right guard, planted his knees in Randolph Hinson's
body with enough force to render
Hinson's services to the Tigers
useless for the remainder of the
afternoon.
Although Furman received a 15
yard penalty, the Bengals were deprived of their line plunger and
•premier passer and fought all the
harder under their uniooked-for
handicap.
A beautifully timed pass from
Cathcart to Willimon netted Clemson 12 yards and. a first and ten
on Furman's 25.
Line plays and
passes failed and Furman took the
ball on downs.
FURMAN SCORES
Soon after the teams had changed fields for the .final quarter,
Furman opened up with its passing
attack and Phillips, their star back
of the day, crossed the goal with
the touchdown that spelled. Clemson's defeat.
The most specatcular play of the
afternoon came with only two minutes to play.
Standing on his own
ten yard line, Harry Shore, sophomore end, passed forward 15 yards
to Watson, who whipped the ball
behind him to Bill Dillard.
Dlllard streaked up the field, to the
50 yard line before being draggt/
to the ground by Furman's safety
man.
Al Yarborough, Clemson center,
was a defensive demon throughout
the game, making tackles all up
and down the line and occasionally breaking through to nail the
ball carriers for slight losses.
Teddybear Dozier,
playing his
last game for the Tigers and, acting
captain for the ill Captain Heinemann, took fiendishi delight in
grabbing Furman runners by the
neck and hurling them to the
ground as a giant would handle
Barnum and Bailey's midgets.

NO ENGINEERINGARCHITECTURE DAY
According to a recent decision of
engineering students, there will be
no
Engineering-Architecture
Day
next spring.

DECEMBER
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SOLUTION
Rockwell could not have had
heart
trouble
for
several
months if he had taken out an.
insurance
policy
only
one
month before.
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CHRISTMAS IS ALMOST HERE

FURMAN GAINS
Midway the second quarter Furman opened up with the first bit
of offensive work of the game. Immediately
after
Troutman
had
kicked over the goal, Bill Hutt
ploughed the center of, the line
for eight yards and Stephens registered the initial first down of the
game.
Scott hit the line for four
yards and. Hutt hung up 10 more
yards through tackle for the last
first down of the first half.
Troutman and Smith renewed
their kicking feud with Troutman
HENRY WOODWARD
still holding an edge in addition
Last Monday night at the final
to playing a whale of a game at
tackle, smearing Furman runners banquet for the football team Henry
all over the field and charging hard Woodward, of Columbia, was electand low offensively.
ed captain of next year's Tiger
LINE PLAY FEATURES
The first half, ending without
even a semblance of a score, was
featured by the impressive line
play of both teams. Hard running
backs were able to get nowhere at
all in a big hurry as the two forward walls charged powerfully.
Furman registered only two first
downs -Rrfile the Tigers had been
forced to punt in every series of
downs.
End plays failed miserably
as the four wingmen refused to be
drawn out of position and the secondaries came in fast to smack the
first ball carrier who dared shove
his head through the line.

THURSDAY,

BALFOUR'S Fine Line of Jewelry on Display
Makes Swell Gifts at Very Reasonable Prices
TIES IN CHRISTMAS BOXES—NEW SHIPMENT
JUNIORS and SENIORS, use your R. O. T. C. Credit
to Give the Homefolks a Present

j

HOKE SLOAN

A Two-Dollar Allowance on your Hiigh School Ring
•jasHisiiiHaaaaEiaai^^

STANLEY FELLERS

the evening.
Coach Neely closed
the evening with the announcement
of the schedule for the coming
year and awarded the letters made
during the current season.
eleven and Stanley Felelrs, also of
The men receiving letters were:
Columbia,
was
elected
alternate Watson, Fellers, Shore, Kissam,
captain.
"Doc" Dillard was elect- and Horton, ends; Dozier, Trouted manager for the coming season. man, and Brown, tackles; HeineFollowing the appearance of sev- mann, Croxton, Lewis, and Inableral courses of viands came the net, guards; Cummings and Yarafter dinner speakers with Dr. brough, centers; Woodward, StevMilford acting as toastmaster. May- ens,
Willimon,
Dillard,
Hinson,
or G. T. McGregor, of Anderson, McCown, and. Cathcart, backs; Dot>delivered the principal address or ey, manager.
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Clemson College Laundry

(Editor's note: The following information is extracted from a letter of W. C. Hutchins, graduate of
Mechanical .Engineering at Clemson, with the class of 19 28 and
now
with the
General
Electric
Company, in regard to two hydroelectric generators which are being
built for the Boulder Dam.)
"These generators will be tlie
largest hydro-electric generators in
the world, exceeding in size, both
electrically and physically, the present
world's
largest
generators
which are located at the Dneprostroy plant in the U. S. S. R. The
Dneprostroy
installation
includes
several 75,000 KVA. water wheel
driven, vertical shaft generators,
built by the General Electric Company during the last few years.
"The Boulder Dam equipment involves two generators, each rated
82,500 KVA., unity power factor,
three phase. They will produce either
50-cycle power at 13,800 volts and
150 RlPM., or 60 cycle power at
16,500 voMs and 180 RPM.
The
two generators will be electrically
connected in parallel to feed thru
a single transformer bank to a
287,500-volt transmission bus, 1-500
feet from the power plant itself.
This power will be transmitted to
Los Angeles by means of a 265mile, double circuit, 287,500 volt
transmission system.
"According to the present sche-

dule, the first generator will be
ready to deliver power on Septem^
ber 1, 1935.
The ultimate plans
cal lt'or 15 such generating units
as are today being furnished by the
General Electric Company.
"An interesting fact is that the
generation and sale of power was
not the primary piirpose of the
Boulder Dam project, although it
is now seen as a means of liquidating the cost. The primary reasons
for the Boulder Dam project are:
(1) to control floods, (2) to improve navigation, (3) to regulate
flow, (4) to provide for irrigation
development, and
(5)
to provide
domestic water supply.
The sixth
consideration, of course, was the
generating of power.
"The reservoir created by Boulder Dam will create the largest
artificial lake in the world.
It
will be 115 miles long and as wide
as 8 miles in many places. Filled,
it will contain eleven trillion gallons of water.
"Water-flow in the Black Canyon, which is the site of Boulder
Dam, has a minimum flow of 5000
cubic feet per second, and has
readier a measured maximum flow
as great as 210,000 feet per second. Unmeasured flow is 'estimated
at 300,000 cubic feet per second,
maximum.
"The dam will be 730 feet high
(above rock foundation), 4 5 feet
thick at the top and 650 feet thick
at the base.
The rock foundation
mentioned, above lies about 130
feet bellow the low water surface
of the river.''

Fellers, Watson and Horton pro^ ning attack.
tected the Tiger flanks well by
McCOWN STARS
smearing all plays directed at them
Slick McCown, Clemson's powerand nailing punt returners for no ful sophomore fullback, was very
return.
Bill Croxton and Inabinei, much in evidence all afternoon as
sophomore guards, played excellent he floated back and forth behind
defensive games and contributed the line to crack any Furman back
greatly
to
Troutman's
brilliant who even looked as though he
kicking game by holding like brick would like to come through.
walls in the line.
Defensively he was among the
Gene Willimon quarterbacked the outstanding men of the day and
Tigers brilliantly all through the offensively this big 194 pounder
game but the Hurricane's powerful smacked Furman men hard and low
line refused to give way to Dillard, to turn in a brilliant interference
Hinson, McCown and Willimon, the performance in addition to gaining
major portion of Clems«*'g run- 10 yards on five runs.
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CLEMSON GRADUATE WRITES OF GIGANTIC
ELECTRIC GENERATORS AT BOULDER DAM
General Electric Engineer Describes Gigantic Hydro
Project in Colorado
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America's favorite SHORT CUT,

LONG DISTANCE
Miles shrink when you turn to Long Distance
telephone, service. You can get "there and back"
in record time.
Improvements are constantly fitting the service
more and more closely to the public's needs. Faster
connections, higher quality transmission, "bargain
hours" at night.
Business today finds Long Distance a reliable
and economical shortcut to sales. You'll find it a
pleasant short cut back home.

BELL SYSTEM

H

WHY NOT SAY "HELLO" TO MOTHER AND DAD?
— RATES ARE LOWER AFTER 8:30 P. M.

